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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2226 9 McCullagh Crt Legana Hare: Tyles

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2226 – Tiles – Free Fish & Chip Night for $5
It has been a while since we last visited Legana so
what has Tiles conjured up for us on this occasion. As
it was his birthday what better way than to proclaim a
selfie holiday and have the Hash boys around to celebrate. Only have to get on the bike and set the run,
cool the beer, ignite the fire pot and organise the
cook. On arrival for the run it was obvious that Tiles
had completed all these duties some time earlier and
had started the party without us. We were assured of
a clearly marked trail under street lamps and no need
to take a torch light. Being in a cul-de-sac it’s apparent that the run starts back on the corner. Keen fronties take off following the first arrow but in their
haste they overrun the trail that had redirected up a
laneway to some common ground behind the shopping centre. After two street lights we were in complete darkness and ankle deep mud; then around
some easement tracks using the hue of the Woollies
car park lights found the trail back onto the main
road. Down another dim pedestrian track, thankfully
paved and without mud, and back past Lovely Banks

this on a Pushbike with a six pack of travellers in the
carry basket so circumnavigating every street on the
way to Bindaree Road was not a problem for him, nor
did he have any problem with lighting as this was provided by a mass of
19890000000000000000000000000000kg burning in
nuclear fusion several hundred million tons of hydrogen per second to give a lumen output approximate to
the light Pash wears on his head. A hiccup in finding
the trail soon led to Goblet confessing he had inside
info of the trail where-abouts as he had spotted Tiles
earlier in his day on pushbike. Indeed, there in the
mud and on the pavement the drunken tyre marks of
said push bike leading to the next lay down of arrows.
“Don’t need a torch” he had said as we entered another open space deficient of incandescence and through
a subdivision expansion that hadn’t reached the street
light installation stage as yet. There was a bit more
fumbling in the twilight zone before finding the artistic
ON HOME  and emerging back onto Freshwater Point Road to beer. The good run more than mak-

Ct, perilously close to the on-on and crossing
Freshwater Point Road. Remember Tiles set

ing up for a miscalculation in luminous intensity.

ON ON
Possibly the best run fire of this winter
was aglow as Hash Cash took an extra $5
for the free feed night. Tiles had been out
fishing the day before and had scored a
prized 200 lb Isurus Oxyrinchus, better
known as Shortfin Mako. Throwing it on
the back patio said to his cook “Fillet this
and fry it up for the boys with a few chips
while I have a beer” and that is how it
happened – the Tyler womenfolk crafting
the perfect memorable feast in ample
quantity......... while Tiles drank beer.

ON Downs:
Tiles was presented extra beer from the Lip for his
overall Hare effort including his birthday
Another momentous occasion with Bendover chalking his 750
The Swedish FW ABBA for his terrible misdemeanour of failing to have an operational fire pot the
previous week.
Tiles’ little boy Grout was visiting
A call from the floor had Sheila drinking for scalping
tickets at the sell out Hawthorn v Carlton game.

Raffle:
Raffle predictably was won by Blakey or Sprocket;
Blakey’s turn this week with a Boags six pack,
Bugsy – lollies.
Scary some wine for his Tightspot.
Boong the Guinness.
Tiles his customary SFA.

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 9th August 6 Munford St Kings Meadows [Hash Temple] Hare: Blakey
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 11th August 4 Seccombe Drive Perth Hare: Snow White
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Hi all Hashers I am wearing one of the new LH3
jackets see me if you
want to buy one

Pash do they come
in sizes that fit
yours seems about
two sizes too small

